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(54) Information processing system and information processing method for comparing devices

(57) An information processing system constituted
with one or more computers includes a first result storage
part to store result values of operation amounts of a first
device; a prediction part to generate prediction values of
operation amounts of the first device during a period; a
calculation part to calculate indicator values based on
the prediction values; an extraction part to select a sec-
ond device that substitutes the first device using the in-

dicator values; a replacement information storage part
to store correspondence information between a device
before replacement and a device after replacement; an
obtainment part to obtain operation amounts of the de-
vices before and after replacement, respectively, assum-
ing that the first device is replaced by the second device;
and an output part to output information about the ob-
tained operation amounts.
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Description

[0001] The disclosures herein generally relate to an information processing system and an information processing
method.
[0002] Conventionally, comparison data that compares a device used in an office or the like with other devices in terms
of technical and other characteristics, such as, power consumption and the like has been used as effective data for
proposing replacement of the device.
[0003] For example, by showing that the same function as used conventionally can be implemented with a lower power
consumption, it is possible to demonstrate the benefit to a customer that may be obtained by replacing the device.

[Related-Art Documents]

[Patent Documents]

[0004] [Patent Document 1] Japanese Laid-open Patent Publication No. 2010-097391
[0005] However, conventional comparison data is based on theoretical values that are obtained from the specification
or the like of a device. Therefore, it is preferable to raise accuracy of such theoretical values.
[0006] In view of the above, it is an object of the present invention to raise accuracy of proposal information for
replacement of a device.
[0007] According to at least an embodiment of the present invention, an information processing system constituted
with one or more computers includes a first result storage part to store result values of operation amounts of a first
device; a prediction part to generate prediction values of operation amounts of the first device during a period; a calculation
part to calculate indicator values based on the prediction values; an extraction part to select a second device that
substitutes the first device using the indicator values; a replacement information storage part to store correspondence
information between a device before replacement and a device after replacement; an obtainment part to obtain operation
amounts of the devices before and after replacement, respectively, assuming that the first device is replaced by the
second device; and an output part to output information about the obtained operation amounts.
[0008] According to at least an embodiment of the present invention, it is possible to raise accuracy of proposal
information for replacement of a device.
[0009] In the accompanying drawings:

FIG. 1 is a schematic view illustrating an example of a network configuration of a device management system
according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a schematic view illustrating an example of a hardware configuration of a device management apparatus
according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a schematic view illustrating an example of a functional configuration of a device management system
according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating an example of a procedure for a proposal process of replacement of a device;
FIG. 5 is a schematic view illustrating a display example of a proposal condition input screen;
FIG. 6 is a schematic view illustrating an example of a configuration of a unit charge information storage part;
FIG. 7 is a schematic view illustrating an example of a configuration of a performance information storage part;
FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating an example of a procedure for a calculation process of monthly operation amounts
of a target device during a prediction period;
FIG. 9 is a schematic view illustrating result values of operation amounts of a target device;
FIG. 10 is a flowchart illustrating an example of a procedure for a generation process of result information based
on a proposal in the past that has content similar to that of a current proposal;
FIG. 11 is a schematic view illustrating an example of a configuration of a replacement information storage part; and
FIG. 12 is a schematic view illustrating an example of output of a proposal report.

[0010] In the following, embodiments of the present invention will be described with reference to the drawings. FIG.
1 is a schematic view illustrating an example of a network configuration of a device management system 1 according
to an embodiment of the present invention. In FIG. 1, the device management system 1 includes multiple customer
environments E such as customer environments Ea-Ed, a remote management apparatus 20, and an information man-
agement apparatus 30.
[0011] Each of the customer environments E is a system environment for a customer of a manufacturer supplying
devices 40, which includes a device management apparatus 10 and one or more of the devices 40. In the present
embodiment, the customer environments E are system environments in mutually different companies for convenience’s
sake. However, an organization that uses a customer environment E is not limited to a company. A division or department
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in a company may use a customer environment E.
[0012] Each of the customer environments E includes one or more devices 40 and a device management apparatus
10 if necessary. The device 40 is, for example, an image forming apparatus such as a multifunctional machine or a
printer, a projector (image projection device), a PC (Personal Computer), a smart phone, or a tablet-type terminal. The
device management apparatus 10 is a computer for collecting device information from the devices 40 in the same
customer environment E, and for uploading the collected device information to the remote management apparatus 20.
Namely, the device management apparatus 10 is connected with the devices 40 in the same customer environment E
via a network such as a LAN (Local Area Network) or a WAN (Wide Area Network). Also, the device management
apparatus 10 is connected with the remote management apparatus 20 via a network such as a WAN (Wide Area Network).
However, there may be a device 40 that can directly communicate with the remote management apparatus 20 such as
the device 40a5 in the customer environment Ea. Device information of such a device 40 may be uploaded to the remote
management apparatus 20 without being intervened by the device management apparatus 10. Note that the device
information is information that includes attribute information of a device 40, state information of the device 40, and setting
information of the device 40.
[0013] In FIG. 1, an information processing apparatus 50 is connected with a device management apparatus 10a via
a network such as a LAN in the customer environment Ea. The information processing apparatus 50 is a PC (Personal
Computer), a tablet-type terminal, a smart phone, a cellular phone, or the like that is used for making a proposal of
replacement of a device 40. The information processing apparatus 50 receives conditions for a proposal as input, and
outputs report information that shows proposal content.
[0014] On the other hand, the remote management apparatus 20 and the information management apparatus 30 are
operated by, for example, an organization (for example, the manufacturer of the devices 40) that is in charge of main-
tenance of the devices 40.
[0015] The remote management apparatus 20 is a computer for receiving device information that is uploaded from
the device management apparatus 10 or the devices 40 in the multiple customer environments E in a unified way. Note
that upload of device information is executed at a timing, for example, when a device configuration in a customer
environment E is changed, or when the device information of any one of the devices 40 is changed. However, upload
of device information may be executed at another timing, for example, at regular intervals.
[0016] The information management apparatus 30 manages the device information received by the remote manage-
ment apparatus 20. Note that it is assumed in the present embodiment that device information is cached in the remote
management apparatus 20 for a predetermined period, and the device information that needs to be maintained longer
than the predetermined period is accumulated in the information management apparatus 30. Also, device information
uploaded via a remote management apparatus 20 (not shown) connected with a customer environment E (not shown)
may be accumulated in the information management apparatus 30. For example, if remote management devices 20 are
installed in regions such as countries or the like, the device information from the customer environment E within one of
the regions is uploaded to the corresponding remote management apparatus 20. The device information of multiple
regions is accumulated in the information management apparatus 30.
[0017] Note that the remote management apparatus 20 and the information management apparatus 30 are connected
with each other via a network, for example, a LAN or a WAN. However, the remote management apparatus 20 and the
information management apparatus 30 may be implemented by a single computer. Also, the remote management
apparatus 20 and the information management apparatus 30 may be constituted with multiple computers, respectively.
[0018] FIG. 2 is a schematic view illustrating an example of a hardware configuration of the device management
apparatus 10 according to the present embodiment of the present invention. The device management apparatus 10 in
FIG. 2 includes a drive part 100, an auxiliary storage part 102, a memory part 103, a CPU 104, and an interface part
105 that are mutually connected via a bus B.
[0019] A program that performs processing on the device management apparatus 10 is provided with a storage medium
101. When the storage medium 101 storing the program is set in the drive part 100, the program is installed into the
auxiliary storage part 102 from the storage medium 101 via the drive part 100. However, installation of the program is
not necessarily executed by loading it from the storage medium 101, but by downloading it from another computer via
a network. The auxiliary storage part 102 stores the installed program, and stores required files, data, and the like as well.
[0020] The memory part 103 reads the program from the auxiliary storage part 102 to store the program into it when
receiving a start command for the program. The CPU 104 implements functions relating to the device management
apparatus 10 by executing the program stored in the memory part 103. The interface part 105 is used as an interface
for connecting with a network.
[0021] Note that the information processing apparatus 50, the remote management apparatus 20, and the information
management apparatus 30 may have substantially the same hardware configuration as in FIG. 2, respectively. However,
it is desirable for the information processing apparatus 50 to include input parts such as a keyboard and a mouse, and
a display part such as an LCD display. Alternatively, the information processing apparatus 50 may include an electronic
part that combines an input part and a display part such as a touch panel.
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[0022] FIG. 3 is a schematic view illustrating an example of a functional configuration of the device management
system 1 according to the present embodiment of the present invention. In FIG. 3, the information processing apparatus
50 includes an input control part 51 and an output control part 52. These parts are implemented by procedures that a
program installed in the information processing apparatus 50 has the CPU of the information processing apparatus 50
execute. The input control part 51 executes a process for receiving input from an operator. The output control part 52
executes a process for outputting processed results or the like that depend on input to the display part.
[0023] The device management apparatus 10 includes a prediction method selection part 11, a prediction value
generation part 12, an indicator value calculation part 13, a substitution candidate extraction part 14, and a proposal
result obtainment part 15. These parts are implemented by procedures that a program installed in the device management
apparatus 10 has the CPU 104 of the device management apparatus 10 execute. The device management apparatus
10 also utilizes a local device information storage part 111, a local device log storage part 112, a unit charge information
storage part 113, and a performance information storage part 114. These storage parts may be implemented by the
auxiliary storage part 102, or a storage device connected with the device management apparatus 10 via a network.
[0024] The prediction method selection part 11 selects a prediction method (prediction algorithm) of future operation
amounts or workload ("operation amounts" will be used, hereafter) of a device 40, based on change of result values of
operation amounts in the past of the device 40 and the like. The result values of the operation amounts of the device
40 are stored in the local device log storage part 112 in a time series. Namely, the local device log storage part 112
stores a history of log information of jobs executed on each of the devices 40 in the customer environment E to which
the device management apparatus 10 belongs, and a history of information that represents states of each of the devices
40 obtained from the device 40 periodically in a time series. The information that represents states of a device 40 includes
values of various counters (counter values) included in the device 40. The counter is information that is increased on a
job execution, which is provided, for example, for functions, or for each execution condition of the functions. Concrete
examples include a counter of full color printing or a counter for monochrome printing for a print function. In the present
embodiment, a counter value is an example of a value representing an operation amount.
[0025] The prediction value generation part 12 generates (calculates) prediction values of operation amounts during
a predetermined period for a specific device 40 based on a prediction method selected by the prediction method selection
part 11.
[0026] The indicator value calculation part 13 calculates indicator values used as reference for determining superiority
or inferiority of a device 40 (called a "reference indicator values", hereafter) compared with other devices 40, based on
result values or prediction values of operation amounts of the device 40. Examples of such an indicator (called a "reference
indicator", hereafter) include a cost (cost), power consumption, and downtime. The downtime is time during which a
device 40 cannot be used due to a fault or the like.
[0027] The substitution candidate extraction part 14 extracts combinations of devices (models) that are substitutional
for a part of or all of the devices 40 that are currently used. When extracting a combination of substitutional devices, the
reference indicator values of a substitutional device, the reference indicator values of the currently used device 40, and
the like are taken into consideration.
[0028] The proposal result obtainment part 15 obtains result information of proposals in the past from the remote
management apparatus 20 whose contents are equivalent or similar to the combinations extracted by the substitution
candidate extraction part 14 with respect to replacing a specific device 40 with another device 40. Namely, the proposal
result obtainment part 15 transmits an obtainment request for result information about such proposals to the remote
management apparatus 20, and receives a response that includes the result information of proposals, which is returned
in response to the request. The result information of a proposal is information about a replacement case that indicates
improvement or the like of reference indicator values after replacement that has been taken place as proposed.
[0029] The local device information storage part 111 stores device information of the devices 40 in the customer
environment E to which the device management apparatus 10 belongs. The unit charge information storage part 113
stores unit charges for operation amounts. The performance information storage part 114 stores information about
performance for each function of each model of the devices 40.
[0030] The remote management apparatus 20 includes a proposal result request reception part 21, a replacement
information extraction part 22, a replacement result calculation part 23, and a response transmission part 24. These
parts are implemented by procedures that a program installed in the remote management apparatus 20 has a CPU of
the remote management apparatus 20 execute. The remote management apparatus 20 also utilizes an all device
information storage part 211, an all device log storage part 212, a replacement information storage part 213, and a unit
charge information storage part 214. These storage parts may be implemented by an auxiliary storage part included in
the remote management apparatus 20, or a storage device connected with the remote management apparatus 20 via
a network.
[0031] The proposal result request reception part 21 receives an obtainment request for result information of proposals
from the proposal result obtainment part 15 of the device management apparatus 10. The replacement information
extraction part 22 extracts result information about replacement of a device 40 (called "replacement information", here-
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after) from the replacement information storage part 213, which is based on proposals in the past having contents
equivalent or similar to the content specified in the obtainment request of result information of proposals.
[0032] The replacement information storage part 213 stores replacement information for each result of replacement
cases of a device 40. The replacement information includes correspondence information between a device 40 before
replacement and a device 40 after replacement, and information about proposal content with which actual replacement
has been taken place.
[0033] The replacement result calculation part 23 calculates operation amounts, reference indicator values, and the
like for a state before replacement relating to replacement information extracted by the replacement information extraction
part 22 and for a state after replacement of the device 40, respectively. The response transmission part 24 replies with
a response that includes calculation results by the replacement result calculation part 23.
[0034] The all device information storage part 211 stores device information stored in the local device information
storage parts 111 across the multiple customer environments E. The all device log storage part 212 stores information
stored in the local device log storage parts 112 across the multiple customer environment E. Information stored in the
unit charge information storage part 214 is the same as that stored in the unit charge information storage part 113.
[0035] Note that positions of the parts are not necessarily limited to places illustrated in the example in FIG. 3. For
example, the remote management apparatus 20 may have the function of the device management apparatus 10. In this
case, the information processing apparatus 50 may be connected with the remote management apparatus 20. Also, the
information management apparatus 30 may have the functions of the device management apparatus 10 and the remote
management apparatus 20. In this case, the information processing apparatus 50 may be connected with the information
management apparatus 30.
[0036] In the following, procedures executed by the device management system 1 will be described. Note that an
example will be described where a proposal is made to the customer environment Ea for replacement of a device 40 in
the present embodiment. However, the other customer environments E may be applied with the procedure in the present
embodiment.
[0037] FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating an example of a procedure for a proposal process of replacement of a device 40.
[0038] At Step S101, the input control part 51 of the information processing apparatus 50 receives proposal conditions
as input from an operator. The operator is a person, for example, to propose replacement of a device 40 in the customer
environment Ea. The proposal conditions include, for example, a target device ID, a reference indicator, a result period,
and a prediction period. The target device ID is identification information of a device 40 to be replaced (called a "target
device", hereafter) among devices 40 currently used in the customer environment Ea. In the present embodiment,
identification information of each individual device 40 is called a "device ID". The target device ID is identified, for example,
by selecting one or more records in the list of device information stored in the local device information storage part 111
of the device management apparatus 10a. Namely, the device information includes the device ID. Also, multiple devices
40 may be selected as the target devices.
[0039] The reference indicator is a reference indicator used for comparing the target device with a device 40 that can
substitute the target device (called a "substitutional device", hereafter) to determine which is superior or inferior.
[0040] The result period is a period during which result values of operation amounts and reference indicator values
of a target device in the past are obtained, which are taken into consideration for predicting operation amounts and
reference indicator values of the target device in the future. The prediction period is a period during which prediction
values of operation amounts and reference indicator values are calculated for the target device and the substitutional
device, respectively. Namely, the prediction period is a period in the future.
[0041] The reference indicator, the result period, and the prediction period may be input via a screen, for example, as
illustrated in FIG. 5.
[0042] FIG. 5 is a schematic view illustrating a display example of a proposal condition input screen. On the proposal
condition input screen 510 illustrated in FIG. 5, the reference indicator, the result period, and the prediction period can
be entered or selected. FIG. 5 illustrates an example where "COST" is selected as the reference indicator, "TWO YEARS"
is selected as the result period, and "ONE YEAR" is selected as the prediction period.
[0043] Schedule setting can also be specified in FIG. 5. The schedule setting can specify timing for executing Steps
S102 and after (execution timing). FIG. 5 illustrates an example where "IMMEDIATELY" is selected as the timing.
Therefore, in response to a push of an OK button 511, Steps S102 and after are executed immediately. If timing other
than "IMMEDIATELY" such as a specific date and time is specified for the execution timing, Steps S102 and after are
executed when the specified timing comes.
[0044] The proposal conditions input at Step S101 are transmitted to the device management apparatus 10a. Therefore,
Steps S102 and after are executed by the device management apparatus 10a based on the proposal conditions. However,
the information processing apparatus 50 may execute Steps S102 and after, using information stored in the device
management information 10a.
[0045] At Step S102, the prediction value generation part 12 and the like of the device management apparatus 10a
execute a calculation process of prediction values of monthly operation amounts during the prediction period for each
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of the target devices. Units of operation amounts may be different for types of the devices 40. For example, if it is a
printer, the unit may be a value of a counter that is counted up in the device according to printing. Also, if it is a projector,
the unit may be projection time of images. Also, if a target device includes multiple functions (scanning, printing, FAX,
copying, etc.), such as a multifunctional machine, counter values are calculated for respective functions. Note that Step
S102 will be described in detail below.
[0046] Next, the indicator value calculation part 13 calculates monthly reference indicator values (namely, costs) during
the prediction period based on the calculation result of the prediction values of monthly operation amounts during the
prediction period for each of the target devices (Step S103). Calculation of the costs based on the counter values is
executed using, for example, the unit charge information storage part 113.
[0047] FIG. 6 is a schematic view illustrating an example of a configuration of the unit charge information storage part
113. In FIG. 6, the unit charge information storage part 113 stores a unit charge of a function of a model for each
combination of the model and the function. In FIG. 6, for each function of a model whose operation amount is measured
by a counter value, a unit charge (Japanese Yen) per count is stored for each execution condition (full color or mono-
chrome). Also, for a model whose operation amount is measured by time, a unit charge (Japanese Yen) per hour is stored.
[0048] Therefore, at Step S103, a monthly cost is calculated by multiplying a monthly operation amount, which has
been calculated at Step S102, by the unit charge stored in the unit charge information storage part 113 that is associated
with the model of the target device. Note that if there are multiple target devices 40, monthly total costs of the multiple
target devices 40 are calculated. In the following, the cost calculated at Step S103 will be referred to as the "monthly
total cost A".
[0049] Next, the substitution candidate extraction part 14 identifies performance required for substituting the target
device (for example, an operation amount per unit time) (Step S104). Namely, the performance that should be satisfied
with a substitutional device is identified. A representation format of performance may be function-specific. Therefore,
performance may be identified for each of the functions. For example, for a print function, the performance is represented
by ppm (Page Per Minute). Therefore, required ppm for a substitutional device (called "required ppm", hereafter) may
be calculated based on the following formula (1). 

[0050] In the formula (1), the average counter values of the target devices 40 is an average of monthly counter values
of prediction values calculated for the target devices, respectively, at Step S102. For example, if there are two target
devices, a target device "a" and a target device "b", then, the average value of monthly counter values is calculated for
each of the target device "a" and the target device "b", and then, the total of the average value of the target device "a"
and the average value of the target device "b" is calculated.
[0051] The number 20 in the formula (1) is the number of days in a month when the target device is used (for example,
working days per month). The number 7 is working hours per day. 4% is an average operation rate of the target device.
The average operation rate can be calculated based on operation time per count and an average of monthly counter
values.
[0052] Note that, for performance of the other functions, values required for a substitutional device may be calculated
in substantially the same way, namely, based on an operation amount required for unit time. In the following, required
performance for a substitutional device will be referred to as "required performance".
[0053] Next, the substitution candidate extraction part 14 identifies one or more combinations of one or more substitution
candidate models (called "substitution candidate models", hereafter) that satisfy the required performance (Step S105).
The combinations are obtained by referring to, for example, the performance information storage part 114.
[0054] FIG. 7 is a schematic view illustrating an example of a configuration of the performance information storage
part 114. In FIG. 7, the performance information storage part 114 stores performance, a substitutional function, a sub-
stitution performance conversion formula, and the like for each combination of a model and a function. The performance
is, for example, a value that represents a doable operation amount per unit time, for example, a ppm value for a print
function (Print). The substitutional function is a function than can substitute a function specified in the field of "FUNCTION".
FIG. 7 illustrates an example where "Display" is set as a substitutional function for "Print". Namely, it states that a print
function can be substituted by a display function. The substitution performance conversion formula is used when sub-
stituting a function with a substitutional function, which is a formula that converts a performance value of the substitutional
function to a performance value of the function to be substituted.
[0055] At Step S105, all combinations of substitution candidate models are identified that can satisfy performance of
all functions of the target devices. For example, if the total of performance of print functions of the target devices is 80
ppm, for example, a combination may be identified that includes a printer with 45 ppm, a projector whose performance
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is converted to 25 ppm, and a printer with 15 ppm. Note that the total of performance of target devices may not be
completely equivalent to the total of performance of substitution candidate models included in a combination. The latter
is just required to satisfy the former.
[0056] Next, the substitution candidate extraction part 14 sets a maximum value to a variable MIN (Step S106). The
variable MIN is a variable that is used at later steps. Next, the substitution candidate extraction part 14 takes one
combination to be processed among the combinations identified at Step S105 (Step S107). The combination to be
processed will be referred to as the "target combination".
[0057] Next, the substitution candidate extraction part 14 calculates a total of monthly reference indicator values (costs)
during a prediction period for substitution candidate models in the target combination (Step S108). The costs are cal-
culated assuming that the substitutional candidate models work for as much as the predicted operation amounts during
the prediction period of the target device, which have been calculated at Step S102. As for the unit charge for the
operation amounts, a unit charge for each of the substitution candidate models is used, which is stored in the unit charge
information storage part 113. In the following, the cost calculated for a month at Step S108 will be referred to as the
"monthly total cost B".
[0058] Next, the substitution candidate extraction part 14 determines whether the total of monthly total costs B during
the prediction period is less than the total of the monthly total costs A during the prediction period (Step S109). Namely,
it is determined whether the substitutional devices have a lower cost than the target device. If the total of monthly total
costs B during the prediction period is smaller (Yes at Step S109), the substitution candidate extraction part 14 determines
whether monthly total costs B during the prediction period is less than the value of the variable MIN (Step S110). If the
total of monthly total cost B during the prediction period is smaller (Yes at Step S110), the substitution candidate extraction
part 14 sets the total of monthly total costs B during the prediction period to the variable MIN. Also, the substitution
candidate extraction part 14 stores the models included in the target combination as a proposal target (Step S111). Also,
monthly reference indicator values and the like calculated for the target combination during the prediction period may
be stored. If there has been a combination stored as the proposal target, the stored combination is overwritten by the
target combination.
[0059] After Steps S107-S111 are executed for every combination identified at Step S105 (Yes at Step S1112), the
proposal result obtainment part 15 transmits proposal data to the remote management apparatus 20 (Step S113). The
proposal data includes information that represents proposal content such as the model of the target device, models
included in the combination stored as the proposal target (called "proposal models", hereafter) at timing when executing
Step S113, the reference indicator, and the prediction period.
[0060] Next, the proposal result obtainment part 15 receives a response from the remote management apparatus 20
that includes result information of proposals whose proposal contents are substantially the same as the proposal data
(Step S114). The result information of proposals is transmitted to the information processing apparatus 50 with the
proposal content including the proposal data (the proposal content in the current case). The output control part 52 of
the information processing apparatus 50 outputs (displays) the proposal content in the current case, the result information
of proposals, and the like (Step S115). The proposal content in the current case may include not only proposal models,
but also monthly reference indicator values calculated for the proposal models during the prediction period.
[0061] Note that although the example in FIG. 4 is described with a process where combinations of proposal models
are narrowed down to one combination, priorities may be assigned to the combinations based on reference indicator
values. In this case, proposal data relating to all of the combinations may be transmitted to the remote management
apparatus 20 at S113.
[0062] Also, although a smaller total of monthly reference indicator values during a prediction period is selected as a
proposal target at Step S109 or S110 in the example, if another reference indicator is adopted that is determined as
superior with a greater value, a proposal target having a greater value may be selected.
[0063] Next, Step S102 will be described in detail. FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating an example of a procedure for a
calculation process of monthly operation amounts of a target device during a prediction period. Note that one target
device is assumed to be processed in the description of FIG. 8 for convenience’s sake. Therefore, if there are multiple
target devices, the process in FIG. 8 may be repeated for the number of the target devices.
[0064] At Step S201, the prediction method selection part 11 obtains result values of operation amounts of the target
device during the result period, for example, from the local device log storage part 112.
[0065] FIG. 9 is a schematic view illustrating result values of operation amounts of a target device. In FIG. 9, change
of monthly counter values for past two years is illustrated for each function of the target device. FIG. 9 illustrates an
example where the result period is from September 1st, 2010 to September 1st, 2012. Although FIG. 9 illustrates the
change of operation amounts (counter values) by graphs for convenience’s sake, the local device log storage part 112
stores data from which information illustrated in FIG. 9 can be extracted. Note that the example in FIG. 9 assumes that
counter values are initialized to 0, for example, at the end of a month. Namely, a counter value illustrated in FIG. 9 is a
value that indicates an operation amount for a month. If a counter value continues to increase without the initialization,
an operation amount for a month may be obtained by calculating a difference between a counter value at the start of
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the month and a counter value at the end of the month. Also, FIG. 9 illustrates the example where the target device has
three functions, which are copying, FAX, and printing. Therefore, changes of the counter values for the three functions
are illustrated. For a target device having multiple function as above, Steps S202 and after are executed for each of the
functions.
[0066] Next, the prediction method selection part 11 sets a maximum value to a variable MIN (Step S202). The variable
MIN is a variable used at later steps. Next, the prediction method selection part 11 takes one of multiple prediction
methods (prediction algorithms) provided beforehand as the method to be processed (Step S203). Examples of prediction
methods include a Holt-Winner prediction method, a Grey prediction method, and a prediction method based on an
approximate curve. An original prediction method may also be included as an alternative. In the following, the prediction
method taken to be processed will be referred to as the "target prediction method".
[0067] Next, the prediction method selection part 11 generates a function F by substituting result values during a first
half A of the result period (September 1st, 2010 to September 1st, 2012) into the target prediction method (Step S204).
The first half A may be calculated, for example, by subtracting a prediction period from the result period if the result
period (two years) is longer than the prediction period (one year) as in the present embodiment. Namely, in this case,
the first half of the result period, or one year (September 1st, 2010 to August 31st, 2011), is taken as the first half A.
Note that the function F, which is generated by substituting the operation amounts of the first half A into the target
prediction method, is a function that reflects a tendency of change of the operation amounts in the first half A.
[0068] Next, the prediction method selection part 11 calculates estimation values of operation amounts of the target
device during the second half B of the result period based on the function F (Step S205). For example, the function F
is a function that receives dates as input and outputs counter values. Therefore, monthly counter values are obtained
for the second half B at Step S205. The second half B is a period that excludes the first half A from the result period.
Note that calculation results at Step S205 are called "estimation values" not to be confused with prediction values in the
prediction period for convenience’s sake.
[0069] Next, the prediction method selection part 11 calculates an average of deviation ratios between monthly result
values and estimation values during the second half B (Step S206). A deviation ratio of a month is calculated by, for
example, the following formula (2). 

[0070] The average value of deviation ratios is an average value of all deviation ratios which are calculated by the
formula (2) for the months during the second half B, respectively. Note that an absolute value (| result value - estimation
value |) of a deviation may be calculated instead of the deviation ratio.
[0071] Note that the deviation ratio is a value used for determining validity of prediction of an operation amount of the
target device using the function F based on the target prediction method. Namely, it is based on a notion that validity of
prediction using the function F can be considered as higher if the estimation value is closer to the result value.
[0072] Next, the prediction method selection part 11 determines whether the average value of the deviation ratios is
less than the value of the variable MIN (Step S207). If the average value of the deviation ratios is smaller (Yes at Step
S207), the prediction method selection part 11 sets the average value of the deviation ratios to the variable MIN (Step
S208). Next, the prediction method selection part 11 stores the function F as a best prediction method (Step S209).
Note that, if there is another function that has already been stored as a best prediction method, it is overwritten by the
function F.
[0073] After Steps S203 and after are executed for every prediction method provided beforehand (Yes at Step S210),
the prediction value generation part 12 calculates prediction values of operation amounts during the prediction period
of the target device based on a function stored as a best prediction method at the moment (Step S211). Namely, the
prediction method is picked up among multiple prediction methods, which is most suitable for following change or
tendency of the result values of the operation amounts of the target device to calculate prediction values during the
prediction period. Therefore, it can be expected that prediction values are derived with higher accuracy than in a case
where a single fixed prediction method is used.
[0074] Next, a procedure will be described that is executed by the remote management apparatus 20 in response to
receiving proposal data transmitted from the device management apparatus 10a at Step S113 in FIG. 4.
[0075] FIG. 10 is a flowchart illustrating an example of a procedure for a generation process of result information based
on proposals in the past that have contents similar to that of a current proposal.
[0076] At Step S301, the remote management apparatus 20 and the proposal result request reception part 21 receive
proposal data transmitted form the device management apparatus 10a. The proposal data includes information that
represents proposal content such as the model of the target device, proposal models, the reference indicator, and the
prediction period.
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[0077] Next, the replacement information extraction part 22 searches for replacement information that corresponds
to the proposal data in the replacement information storage part 213 (Step S302).
[0078] FIG. 11 is a schematic view illustrating an example of a configuration of the replacement information storage
part 213. As illustrated in FIG. 11, the replacement information storage part 213 stores replacement information that
includes proposals and their respective contents about replacement, with which devices 40 have been actually replaced.
A record of replacement information includes a reference indicator, a model before replacement, a device ID before
replacement, a model after replacement, a device ID after replacement, a replacement date, a customer ID, and a
prediction period. Among these, the reference indicator and the prediction period are a reference indicator and a prediction
period that have been input as proposal conditions at Step S101 in the proposal procedure for the replacement. Also,
the model before replacement and the device ID before replacement are a model and a device ID of the target device
in the proposal conditions. The model after replacement is a proposal model that is obtained by executing the procedure
in FIG. 4. The device ID after replacement is a device ID of the device 40 after replacement. The replacement date is a
date when replacement is executed. The customer ID is identification information of a customer (customer environment
E) for whom proposal and replacement are considered. The remote management apparatus 20 manages information
about multiple customer environments E, which includes replacement information for the multiple customer environments
E (customers).
[0079] At Step S302, replacement information is searched for that is completely equivalent to the received proposal
data in terms of the model of the target device, the proposal model, the reference indicator, the prediction period. Namely,
replacement information in the past is searched for that relates to a proposal completely equivalent to that of the proposal
in the current case. However, if equivalent replacement information is not found, search conditions may be relaxed. For
example, prediction periods may be compared allowing a difference within three months to be determined as equivalent.
Also, models may be compared based on a correspondence table provided separately that allows a match between
analogous models to be determined as equivalent. Further, if a wider range of replacement information is stored in the
information management apparatus 30, search may be executed in the replacement information stored in the information
management apparatus 30. A "wider range" means a range that includes regions outside of the region managed by the
remote management apparatus 20.
[0080] Note that it is desirable that replacement information to be searched is replacement information of a customer
other than the customer (customer environment Ea) who owns the device management apparatus 10a that transmits
the proposal data. This is because a proposal based on replacement information of other customers may make the
proposal more persuasive. Therefore, the proposal data may include the customer ID of the customer environment Ea
to which the device management apparatus 10a belongs as the transmission source. A search condition may be added
to obtain replacement information that includes a customer ID other than the customer ID.
[0081] Next, the replacement information extraction part 22 removes a part of replacement information from one or
more searched records of replacement information for records that have the period after replacement execution shorter
than half of the prediction period (Step S303). This is because if the period after replacement execution is short, its
reliability as result information is not necessarily high. Note that a period after replacement execution is a period starting
from a replacement date included in the replacement information to a current day. Also, half of the prediction period is
an example of a reference period to determine whether the period after replacement execution is long enough. For
example, instead of half of the prediction period, an absolute value (for example, six months) may be used for determining
whether the period after replacement execution is long enough.
[0082] Also, if all search-found records of the replacement information are turned out to be removed at Step S303,
actual removal may not be executed. A part of the replacement information may be removed in order of time of replacement
dates so that newer ones are removed.
[0083] Steps S304 and after are executed for remaining records of the replacement information. At Step S304, the
replacement result calculation part 23 obtains monthly operation amounts before and after replacement, respectively,
based on the customer ID, the device ID before replacement, and the device ID after replacement included in the
replacement information, from the all device log storage part 212. Namely, the operation amounts before replacement
are obtained based on information stored in the all device log storage part 212 for the customer ID and the device ID
before replacement. The operation amounts after replacement are obtained based on information stored in the all device
log storage part 212 for the customer ID and the device ID after replacement. The information that represents the obtained
operation amounts is that as illustrated in FIG. 9, for example. Note that a period to be obtained for after replacement
may be a period from the replacement date to the current day, and a period for before replacement may have the same
length as the period.
[0084] Next, the replacement result calculation part 23 calculates monthly reference indicator values (costs) after
replacement and monthly reference indicator values (costs) before replacement, based on monthly operation amounts
before replacement, monthly operation amounts after replacement, and the unit charge information storage part 214
(Step S305). Note that the content stored in the unit charge information storage part 214 is the same as that stored in
the unit charge information storage part 113. Also, the calculation method of a cost based on an operation amount is as
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described above.
[0085] Next, the response transmission part 24 replies to the device management apparatus 10a with a response that
includes the monthly operation amounts and the reference indicator values (costs) before and after replacement, re-
spectively (Step S306).
[0086] Therefore, at Step S115 in FIG. 4, the proposal content in the current case (target device, proposal models,
etc.) is output along with result information of other customers who have adopted substantially the same proposals as
the proposal in the current case. Namely, it is possible to present a basis on which the proposal in the current case can
be shown beneficial for the customer, based on the actual results. Therefore, it is possible to raise persuasiveness of
the proposal in the current case.
[0087] Also, graphs illustrated in FIG. 12 may be output at Step S115.
[0088] FIG. 12 is a schematic view illustrating an example of output of a proposal report. In FIG. 12, the horizontal
axis represents time (date), and the vertical axis represents counter value (operation amount).
[0089] A graph g1 illustrates result values of operation amounts of a target device during a result period. A graph g2
illustrates prediction values of operation amounts of a proposal device during a prediction period. A graph g3 illustrates
a lowest value of operation amounts described as preferable in the specification of the target device. A graph g4 illustrates
a maximum value of operation amounts described as preferable in the specification of the target device. A graph g5
illustrates a lowest value of operation amounts described as preferable in the specification of the proposal device. A
graph g6 illustrates a maximum value of operation amounts described as preferable in the specification of the proposal
device.
[0090] For example, by comparing the graph g1 with the graphs g3 and g4, it can be understood that the target device
has excessive performance in the customer environment Ea. On the other hand, by comparing the graph g2 with the
graphs g5 and g6, it can be understood that the proposal device can be used within a range of the preferable operation
amounts if adopted in the customer environment Ea. Namely, it can be understood that the proposal device is suitable
for usage in the customer environment Ea.
[0091] Note that the device management system 1 is an example of an information processing system according to
the present embodiment. The local device log storage part 112 is an example of a first result storage part. The prediction
value generation part 12 is an example of a prediction part. The indicator value calculation part 13 is an example of a
calculation part. The substitution candidate extraction part 14 is an example of an extraction part. The replacement result
calculation part 23 is an example of an obtainment part. The output control part 52 is an example of an output part. The
all device log storage part 212 is an example of a second result storage part.
[0092] Further, the present invention is not limited to the specific embodiments described herein, and variations and
modifications may be made without departing from the spirit and scope of the present invention.
[0093] The present application is based on and claims the benefit of priority of Japanese Priority Patent Application
No. 2013-049215, filed on March 12, 2013, and Japanese Priority Patent Application No. 2013-234744, filed on November
13, 2013, the entire contents of which are hereby incorporated herein by reference.

Claims

1. An information processing system (1) including one or more computers (10, 20, 50), comprising:

a first result storage part (112) configured to store result values of operation amounts of a first device (40) in a
time series;
a prediction part (12) configured to generate prediction values of operation amounts of the first device during
a predetermined period based on change of the result values;
a calculation part (13) configured to calculate predetermined indicator values based on the prediction values
and information about the first device;
an extraction part (14) configured to extract a second device among one or more substitutional devices for the
first device based on comparing the predetermined indicator values calculated for each one of the substitutional
devices based on the prediction values of the operation amounts with the predetermined indicator values for
the first device;
a replacement information storage part (213) configured to store correspondence information between a device
before replacement and a device after replacement for each result of replacement cases;
an obtainment part (23) configured to obtain operation amounts of the device before replacement and the device
after replacement, respectively, relating to the correspondence information about a replacement case of the
first device by the second device, from a second result storage part storing result values of operation amounts
in a time series for each of the devices; and
an output part (52) configured to output information based on the operation amounts obtained by the obtainment
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part.

2. The information processing system as claimed in claim 1, wherein the prediction part generates estimation values
of operation amounts during a second period based on results obtained with a plurality of prediction methods,
respectively, each of the prediction methods being substituted with the result values of the operation amounts of
the first device during a first period,
wherein the prediction part compares the result values stored in the first result storage part for the second period
with the estimation values, and selects one of the prediction methods to be used for generating the prediction values
among the prediction methods.

3. The information processing system as claimed in claim 1 or 2, wherein the obtainment part obtains operation amounts
of the device before replacement and the device after replacement, respectively, relating to the correspondence
information about the replacement case associated with a customer different from a customer of the first device,
from the second result storage part.

4. The information processing system as claimed in claim 1, 2 or 3, wherein the extraction part extracts a device as
the second device based on the result values of the operation amounts of the first device so that the extracted device
has capability satisfying an operation amount required per unit time.

5. An information processing method executed by an information processing system including one or more computers,
the method comprising:

predicting prediction values of operation amounts of a first device during a predetermined period based on
change of result values of operation amounts of the first device in a time series stored in a first result storage part;
calculating predetermined indicator values based on the prediction values and information about the first device;
extracting a second device among one or more substitutional devices for the first device based on comparing
the predetermined indicator values calculated for each one of the substitutional devices based on the prediction
values of the operation amounts with the predetermined indicator values for the first device;
storing correspondence information between a device before replacement and a device after replacement for
each result of replacement cases, the correspondence information being stored in a replacement information
storage part;
obtaining operation amounts of the device before replacement and the device after replacement, respectively,
relating to the correspondence information about a replacement case of the first device by the second device,
from a second result storage part storing result values of operation amounts in a time series for each of the
devices; and
outputting information based on the operation amounts obtained by the obtaining.

6. The information processing method as claimed in claim 5, wherein the predicting generates estimation values of
operation amounts during a second period based on results obtained with a plurality of prediction methods, respec-
tively, each of the prediction methods being substituted with the result values of the operation amounts of the first
device during a first period,
wherein the predicting compares the result values stored in the first result storage part for the second period with
the estimation values, and selects one of the prediction methods to be used for generating the prediction values
among the prediction methods.

7. The information processing method as claimed in claim 5 or 6, wherein the obtaining obtains operation amounts of
the device before replacement and the device after replacement, respectively, relating to the correspondence in-
formation about the replacement case associated with a customer different from a customer of the first device, from
the second result storage part.

8. The information processing method as claimed in claim 5, 6 or 7, wherein the extracting extracts a device as the
second device based on the result values of the operation amounts of the first device so that the extracted device
has capability satisfying an operation amount required per unit time.
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